Humanization of a mouse monoclonal antibody neutralizing TNF-alpha by guided selection.
With the advent of phage display antibody libraries, humanization of murine antibodies can be achieved by epitope guided selection. In present study, guided selection was applied to the humanization of the mouse mAb Z8 that is directed to human TNF-alpha and can neutralize the cytotoxicity of TNF-alpha. First, the Z8 Fd gene was paired as a template with a repertoire of human kappa chains, and displayed on the filamentous phage, forming a hybrid phage antibody library. Selected by four rounds of panning against TNF-alpha, hybrid antibody fragments that bound to TNF-alpha and contained human kappa chains were obtained. Meanwhile human Fd genes were selected by pairing the human Fd repertoire with the Z8 kappa chain and performing the same procedure of panning. One of the isolated human Fd genes (huFd2), which showed the strongest reactivity, was chosen to pair with 12 of selected human kappa chains. Two of the resulting human Fabs (huFd2-hukappa1 and huFd2-hukappa2), with same Fd and different kappa chains, bound to TNF-alpha specifically. Their human origin was proved by ELISA and sequencing analysis. The human Fabs competitive ELISA and in vitro TNF-alpha neutralization assay demonstrated that the human Fabs resembled its parental mouse mAb Z8 in that they both recognized the same epitope and neutralized the cytotoxicity of TNF-alpha. These results suggest that guided selection is a promising strategy in murine mAb humanization.